Vital Signs

sport & belonging

in partnership with

what is belonging ?
Simply put, belonging is being part of a collective we. It’s about how much we believe we fit in a group or
place – and how much that place or group welcomes or includes us. It’s the result of connecting with others
in rich relationships and engaging in our communities to make them better. Belonging is fundamental to our
sense of happiness and well-being.
Each of us has a personal connection to the idea of belonging that is influenced by our experiences with the
people, places and identities to which we feel connected. So where do we belong? What do we belong to?
A community, a workplace, a subculture – these are all things to which we may belong.

why belonging matters
Our 2015 Vital Signs report explores the importance of
belonging. From healthier and more meaningful lives; safer,
more resilient and more inclusive communities; flourishing
culture and identity and greater community participation;
a greater sense of belonging has an extraordinary capacity
to transform our lives and our communities.
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Yet our research found that 38% of Canadians don’t feel like
they have a stake in their local community. So we asked: How can
we strengthen belonging to each other and our communities?1
One of those ways is through sport.
In partnership with the True Sport Foundation, this Vital Signs
Report on Sport and Belonging takes a closer look at how sport
– when grounded in fairness, excellence, inclusion and fun – can
strengthen belonging to each other and to our communities.

About Vital Signs
Vital Signs is a national program led by community foundations
and coordinated by Community Foundations of Canada that
leverages community knowledge to measure the vitality of
our communities and support action towards improving our
quality of life.
About Community Foundations of Canada
Community Foundations of Canada is the national network
for Canada’s 191 community foundations. Together we help
Canadians invest in making our communities better places to
live, work and play.
About True Sport Foundation
The True Sport Foundation is a national charitable organization
that is dedicated to advancing and supporting values-based
and principle-driven sport in communities throughout Canada.
The True Sport Foundation embraces and promotes the seven
True Sport Principles as a means to instilling character in our
children, strengthening Canadian communities and increasing
our opportunities for excellence.

Sport has a unique power to
attract, mobilize and inspire.
By its very nature, sport is
about participation. It is about
inclusion and citizenship.
the united nations on
sport for development and peace

definition of

why sport ?

sport

How can sport attract and include more of us to play, volunteer and cheer —
and help us feel like we belong? How can sport and recreation help the 35%
of Canadians who find it difficult to make new friends? 2
Whether it’s a knock on the door and a friend asking Can you come out and play?,
coaching your kids’ team or a friend suggesting Let’s watch the game on Saturday,
we all want to feel connected to one another and included in something greater.
It’s why we gather for major sporting events like the World Cup and the Olympics.
It’s why we retell stories of historic sport moments and simultaneously jump up
when the golden goal is scored. It’s why we follow the stories of our sport heroes
and share pride in victory and disappointment in defeat.
Sport is woven into the very fabric of every community
in Canada. While we experience the benefits of sport most
immediately as individuals, it can also play a major role in
strengthening communities by bringing people together, building
social capital and fostering greater inclusion of excluded groups.
Why? Because sport is inherently social. It brings people
together - both on the field and in the stands. In a recent survey,
87% of new citizens said that watching their children play sports
or volunteering for their children’s teams made them feel more
connected to the community. Newcomers also reported that
they often had more meaningful social interactions in the stands
and on the field than at work. 3

it all begins in the community
Whether it’s in the school gym, arena, pool or on the pitch,
sport is an important part of our national fabric and is present
in all communities. More than half of all Canadians are involved
as spectators, participants, volunteers, coaches or officials in
community-level sport.4

While there are many definitions
for sport, for the purposes of
linking sport and belonging, we
use the following: all forms of
physical activity that contribute
to physical fitness, mental wellbeing and social interaction, such
as play, recreation, organized or
competitive sport, and indigenous
sports and games.
the un inter-agency task force on
sport for development and peace

In theory, sport also offers a certain universality of experience
that should make it accessible to everyone. Whether it’s
hockey or soccer, baseball, basketball or any other sport for
that matter, a basic understanding of the rules - or a willingness
to learn - should be all you need to get in the game regardless
of ethnicity, language spoken or gender identity. However as
the research detailed in this report shows, in practice, this isn’t
always the case.
To realize these benefits though, good sport must reflect our
best values. Every game we play, every match we organize,
every race we run - large or small - can help build a stronger
Canada for the future - a Canada where everyone belongs.

85

%

of Canadians agree sport
participation builds
stronger communities.5

That’s because in all forms — community or school-based, recreational or competitive,
structured or not, for fun or for personal excellence — sport at its best:
Unites individuals, families, neighbourhoods and communities together as players, volunteers, spectators and advocates
Connects people across geographic, economic, ethno-cultural and other boundaries
Provides positive role models – from coaches to elite athletes
Teaches sports, leadership and life skills that improve self-esteem and interpersonal skills
Connects vulnerable people and groups with networks, information, and services
Encourages active citizenship for people of all ages, fosters trust, reciprocity, and a sense of security and belonging
among community members6
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stat sheet

volunteers learn
new skills and make
new connections

When sport is grounded in positive values, the impact
sport has on belonging is just as significant for players,
volunteers, spectators and the community.

65% of lifelong volunteers had
their first volunteer experience
through sport and recreation.9

players have better
mental health and higher
life satisfaction
71% of sport participants see themselves as being
in excellent or very good mental health, compared
to 59% of non-participants.7 This is vitally important
in establishing healthy social connections.
87% ranked themselves from 7 to 10 in their level of life
satisfaction — 10% higher than non-participants (77%).8
Players say sport participation improves their skills,
sense of achievement, self-esteem, sense of belonging
and self-worth. Sport makes it easier to make friends
and to enjoy positive social relations.

spectators feel pride
and connection
Whether cheering on Team Canada, little league
or a charity run, people are unified by wearing
team clothing, supporting the same team or
cause and sharing a common experience. 23%
of Canadians feel community as fans of a sports
team — higher than identifying with a school
or religious community.12
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In 2012, volunteerism in sport and
recreation accounted for 19%
of total volunteer hours, involving
12% of Canadians aged 15+.10
we volunteer to organize, supervise
or coach to help our community,
to help others and for the social
interaction that volunteering
for a sport organization offers.
most importantly, volunteerism
is a tangible behaviour of people
who feel they can contribute and
it creates additional connection,
opportunity and belonging.11

In 2010, more than 90% of Canadians said the
performance of our athletes at the Vancouver
Olympics had a positive impact on Canadian pride.13
More recently, when new Canadians were
asked why they participate in sport, 53% said
integrating into society was an important or
very important factor in their decision. 69%
said sport helped them learn about Canadian
culture during their first three years here —

either through their own participation, their
children’s or watching major sporting events
from the Olympics to the Stanley Cup.14

state of play
With all the benefits that sport offers in creating a sense of belonging, why is it that
more and more are sitting on the sidelines? Here is what we know:

1

across canada, sport participation is declining
Participation rates for adults are dropping in every province:
60
Percentage of Adults Regularly Participating in Sport by Province
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General Social Survey Sport Participation Rate

60

 out of 4 children and youth ages 5-17 are active in sport,15
3
but participation rates peak at age 10 to 13 and then decline
steadily and dramatically with age.16

40

7.2 million

30

In 2010, 7.2 million or 26% of people age 15+ participated
regularly in sport – down 17% from 1992.17 That’s 7 out of 10
Canadians aged 15 and older who do NOT participate in sport.

45%
Alarmingly, the participation rate of young adults is declining
faster than that of older Canadians.18 At the same time, 45%
of Canadians between the ages of 18-34 say they find it difficult
to make friends.19 Could sport and recreation hold the key to
solve both problems?
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have we lost the love of the game ?

?!

In Canada and globally, 5- to 19-year-olds
say lack of enjoyment, feeling they are
not good enough to play and an increase
in family and intrapersonal stress were
the most common reasons for dropping
out of sport.20

Canadians aged 15+ say lack of time (31%)
and lack of interest (24%) as the top two
reasons they don’t participate in sport
with no significant differences between
reasons provided by men and women. 21

Youth and newcomers also point to
feeling vulnerable or not good enough to
stay active in sport or learn new ones.

or just chosen the sidelines ?
The 2010 Canadian Community Health Survey shows almost 15 million people, representing
52% of the population ages 12 and older, were involved in leisure time physical activity
– a slight increase from 2006. However, we’re also seeing a big shift from player to spectator
at amateur events which almost doubled from 24% to 40% in the same period.22

50%
Involvement of Canadians 12 and Older in Amateur Sport by Type of Participation
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we face a significant gender gap
The recently published Women In Sport report revealed that 65% of female sport leaders believe sport for women
is better now than in their own early involvement in sport.23 However, women across all income, education levels and
ethnicities are still far less likely to participate or volunteer in sport including coaching at all levels.

71%
In 2010, approximately one in three men and one in six women
regularly participated in sport. While the gender gap had
narrowed between 1998 and 2005 it grew again to 19% in 2010.24

29%

This is critical not only for girls’ and women’s participation but
also because when mothers participate in sports in any way
their children’s participation rate is much higher (71%) than
that of children whose mothers do not (29%).25

Adults Regularly Participating in Sport
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What systemic hurdles are preventing or dissuading women
and girls from participating in sport and how can we clear them?
How can we ensure that more women and girls opt in and
continue to be engaged in sport throughout their lives?
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we need a gameplan
Sport has the power to create communities where everyone
feels like they belong – yet research shows that some of us
face more barriers to participation than others.
While participation rates are dropping across the board,
teen girls, at-risk youth and seniors are more often excluded
or are dropping out at higher rates than other segments of
the population.

There’s not a single answer or solution to get more people
engaged in sport. What works for some may in fact deter
others. Our player personas highlight the challenges that
diverse groups face and outline different strategies that
can help tap into the potential of sport to increase one’s
sense of belonging.

issue/ga p:
Teen girls are opting out of sport and
physical activity at a much faster rate
than boys their age.
quality sport program s help them:
• Improve their self-esteem & mental
health, develop her self-identity &
feel empowered
• Flourish as an athlete & learn from
coaches and mentors
• Lead as a peer educator, coach or official
• Be a role model & challenge
gender norms
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a success story
Fit Spirit

issue/ga p:
Youth who are considered at-risk face
many challenges such as struggling with
mental health issues, dropping out of
school, criminal activity, or homelessness.
The benefits of sport for at-risk youth are
maximized if the environments are nonthreatening, team focused and learning-rich.
quality sport program s help them:
• Participate in positive & flexible activities
that allow for their input
• Meet friends & role models in a
positive environment
26
• Increase their self-esteem & social skills
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a success story
London CF

issue/ga p:
While overall sport participation rates
are declining, both the number of seniors
who are master’s athletes and tournament
participation is going up compared to
previous years.27 Among seniors who are
not active, “lack of interest” is the main
reason for opting out (27%) followed by
age and health/injury (20%).28

senior

quality sport program s help them:
• Socialize, to make friends & to make a
positive contribution to the community
• Reduce isolation, combat stress & anxiety
• Open up possibilities for participation
in other activities

s

a success story
Pickle Ball

issue/ga p:
85% of the ~250,000 permanent residents
become citizens every year, which gives
Canada the highest naturalization rate in the
world.29 Despite their eagerness to try new
sports, volunteer and have their children
participate, newcomers face a number of
barriers such as cost, time, lack of familiarity
with the structured sports system, and lack
of information on where and how to register.

new
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quality sport program s help them:
• Practice language skills, make new friends
& learn more about Canadian society30
• Enjoy meaningful social interactions31
• Benefit from fewer cultural constraints
than they did in their country of origin32
a success story

time out

How many programs
encourage newcomers
to conform to existing sports?
How many adapt our sport
system to newcomers?
How open are Canadian-born
people to trying sports and
structures from other places?

Community Cup

issue/ga p:
Around one third of 3-21 year-olds in Canada
with severe developmental disabilities play
team sports.33 Substantial progress has been
made to develop programs for kids ages 0-6,
but far fewer options exist for children, youth
and adults as they transition into work or
community programs.34
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quality sport program s help them:
• Make friends, build self-confidence,
enhance their social skills & networks
with peers with & without disabilities35
• B
 uild a community for athletes & caregivers36
• Change negative perceptions by focusing
attention on their abilities
a success story
The Sandbox Project

Sport and recreation is the mechanism
by which people with disabilities can
belong most easily. Really, they would
just like to be accepted for who they
are and given the same opportunities
for recreation or elite level sport.
david legg
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issue/ga p:
While a recent international survey shows
Canadians as being the most positive
about accepting LGB people, 81% reported
witnessing or experiencing homophobia in
sport. 70% believe youth team sports are not
welcoming or safe for LGB people. 1 in 4 gay
men did not play youth team sports — 45%
state negative experiences in school turned
them off team sport, while 34% say they
feared rejection because of their sexuality.37
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quality sport program s help them:
• Create awareness & promote inclusion
• Develop positive mental health & wellbeing

ities

• P
 rovide role models to decrease
LGBTQ+ phobia
a success story
Pride House TO

issue/ga p:
Information on available programs can be
difficult to find38 or the programs simply
don’t exist. For example, at post-secondary
schools the majority of students with a
disability can’t play intramural or varsity
sport. It makes it more difficult for them
to meet new people and feel like they belong
to the fabric and culture of a university.39
quality sport program s help them:
• A strong sense of community & belonging
• An opportunity for elite competition
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• Role models & the opportunity to be
a role model40

time out

Who is portrayed in
advertising for sports and
recreation programs?
Are organizations marketing
opportunities such as
wheelchair rugby or goal ball?

a success story
Soldier on Program

issue/ga p:
Almost 6 out of 10 indigenous boys aged
12-17 participate in competitive sport,
which is 14% higher than girls the same age.
Sport participation drops with age to 23.5%
for men and 11.2% for women.41 This is
puzzling because traditionally women had a
significant role in sport, which has important
cultural dimensions for indigenous people.42
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quality sport program s provide them:
• Cultural & community-building aspects
• Improved high school completion rates
for youth living off reserve43
• Increased school attendance & achievement,
lower youth crime & suicide rates44
a success story
Gen7

time out

How can we ensure lowincome families — children
and adults — feel like they can
access, belong and contribute
to sports programs?
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issue/ga p:
In 2010, 6 out of 10 children from low-income
households were active in sport, compared
to 8.5 out of 10 with family incomes over
$80,000.45 For adults, there was a 33%
rate of sport participation in higher income
households compared to the 7% participation
rate reported in homes with incomes of less
than $20,000.46 Low income Canadians are
less likely to volunteer for sport, particularly
where certification or travel is required.47
quality sport program s help them:
• Expand social networks
• Improve mental health & sense
of connection
a success story
The First Shift

issue/ga p:
75% of Canadians living in rural areas and
Atlantic Canada agree “My city/town doesn’t
have enough to offer for young people.”48 Since
roughly 1 in 5 Canadians lived in rural areas
with fewer than 1,000 inhabitants in 201149
— that’s a problem.
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small town success :
Distance to facilities and availability of
sport can be an issue for rural Canadians.
Communities with less than 1,000 residents
are more likely to report participation in sport.50
Sustaining local sport can be vital to the
viability and sustainability of smaller towns. In
declining rural towns, sport may even provide
the last remaining social infrastructure.51
a success story
Selkirk’s Sport Legacy Fund

time out

Are sports being tailored
and ‘marketed’ for maximum
participation?
Could we offer childcare?
More programs for families
to play together?
Greater social connection?

the game plan
For athletes, parents and the community, sport is not living up to its potential. It’s time to create
communities where sport is more inclusive, more affordable and a lot more fun!

1 more inclusive

The True Sport Foundation reminds us that sport is never
neutral – it has the potential to provide a positive effect
just as much as a negative outcome. From administrators,

coaches, parents, officials, volunteers, fans and funders,
everyone must be intentional about promoting sport’s
ability to foster belonging and not leave it to chance.

play		

book

Here are a few strategies that sport groups and community partners can use to create more inclusive sport:
include everyone

set the strategy

improve communications

Train coaches and administrators
to understand, demonstrate and
implement True Sport principles
to ensure quality sport programs
that exert a positive influence.

Actively promote fully accessible
community sport and recreation
systems to maintain and increase sport
participation among youth, women,
newcomers, people with disabilities,
seniors, and people living on low-incomes.

Use plain language regarding programs,
basic sport information (eg: rules),
available subsidies, equipment exchange
or rebate programs.

Support initiatives that ensure children
and youth with disabilities are always
included and integrated into regular
physical education classes. 52
Demand schools, coaches and parents
to take homophobia and bullying
seriously in sporting environments. 53
Offer try before you buy, learn to camps
and 101s in the form of one-time or
multiple-day workshops.

Deliver programs to meet the
objectives and needs of the participants.
For example, focus on fun, social
interaction, family participation,
accessibility. Address other aspects
such as transportation, busy schedules,
childcare, etc.

Engage participants in decision-making
and tailor sport activities to their needs
and goals.

Identify the most potent messages,
including benefits findings, to encourage
more people to take up sport, and
communicate them widely to target
audiences. 54 For example, highlight
opportunities to have fun, to meet new
people, to spend time with family, etc.
Develop tools, like the Open Sports app
in the GTA as a one-stop shop to make it
easier for people to find pick-up games,
community organizations and programs
that suit their needs and interests.
Recruit sport ambassadors from groups
that usually participate less. Empower
them to tell their stories, to volunteer and
to help reaching out to new participants.
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2

more affordable
Cost is a significant barrier for many of us to reap the
benefits of participating in sport. 90% of parents agree
that organized sport is too expensive.

canadian
families spend on
average

$953

Canadian families spend an average of $953 annually for
one child to play in organized sport with families in Alberta
spending the most ($1,428 annually/child) and families in
Quebec spending the least ($886 annually/child).55

families in
alberta spend the
most

families in
quebec spend the
least

annually/child

annually/child

$1,428

annually/child

play		

$886

book

Here are a few ways to make sport more accessible:
lower costs for players
& volunteers

support pay what
you can & other sliding
scale models

Make access to programs simple and
dignified for low-income families (e.g., no
proof of income, decrease complicated
paperwork). 56 Provide snacks,
transportation and equipment if required.

Consider innovative models like
MoreSports or an emerging social
enterprise like Wilmington Tennis
for more sustainable support for
ongoing participation.

Partner with local groups such as
Canadian Tire Jumpstart and Kidsport or
work with local donors to help subsidize
participation fees for those who need it
in your community.

True Sport
Principles:
Go For It

encourage connection
through sporting events
Develop first-time buyer plans
with substantial discounts to attend
professional games. 57
Establish legacy funds after community
and major sporting events like Toronto’s
Pan Am Games and Windsor’s
International Children’s Games.
Collectively, these funds offer an
opportunity to bring together the leading
sport groups and community foundations
to share resources and best practices to
achieve a bigger impact in the community.

Play Fair

Stay Healthy

Respect Others

Include Everyone

Keep it Fun

Give Back
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more fun
To retain our players and to bring people back to sport, we all need to feel like we belong.
When the most important factors in sport drop-out rates include lack of fun, stress, too much
competition and negative coach or parental behaviour it’s time we all revisit the values of sport.

4/5 believe that promoting positive
values in youth should be a priority
for sport in canada, but fewer than

3/5 believe community sport
currently reinforces them.58

almost three-quarters (73%) of
canadians say children’s sport has
become too focused on winning at
the exclusion of fun and fair play.59

play		

97% of adults also rank relaxation
and fun as important benefits of sport
participation.60

book

So we say, bring back the fun! Here are a few suggestions on how:
reclaim the positive
values of sport

focus on
quality sport

make
it social

Listen to what people value in sport
participation and tailor programs to
meet those needs.

Keep the focus on teaching basic
movement skills, creating positive
environments, and having fun to
develop physical literacy.

Pair physical activity or sport with
community activities to attract women/
girls, seniors, and people in smaller
communities to increase participation.62

Convene a municipal dialogue with sport
and recreation groups, schools, and
community development organizations
on how to advance shared community
objectives through sport.

Educate parents, coaches, teachers,
administrators, officials and participants
on the principles of fair play according
to the True Sport Principles.

Ensure recreational facilities: meet
accessibility standards; are close to
public transportation; offer a range
of programs that appeal to people of
diverse ethno-cultural backgrounds,
genders, and ages; and have fee
structures that enable participation
by low-income families.61

Implement a community wide approach
to improve the quality of sport or
physical activity based on bringing the
sectors of health, recreation, education
and sport together, to develop
strategies for creating welcoming
environments for everyone, including
newcomers and refugees.

Invest in renewed infrastructure,
voluntary associations, community
centres, arenas, swimming
pools, parks, and the many other
ways for people to be active and
build connections.63
Ensure there are opportunities to
make friends and to involve family,
especially for women who attach
greater importance than men to family
activities and making new friends as
a very important benefit of sport.64
Celebrate local sports heroes and create
opportunities to meet professional
and elite teams and players, both at the
stadium and in the community.
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in conclusion
It is hard to imagine a thriving community without sport. Its benefits to
increase our sense of belonging, inclusion and opportunities to engage in
our communities are numerous. For volunteers, athletes, coaches, families
and fans, sport can be a place of strong connection and acceptance.

It is harder still to imagine that while sport has the power to do
all of these things, many of us are still sitting on the sidelines.

How will we use sport to help build communities where
we all feel like we belong?

Several factors influence the declining rates of participation
and it is clear that there are many barriers in our way to
maximizing all that sport has to offer.

It is clear that we all have a part to play and the
recommendations in this report are a great starting point
for communities, funders, and citizens to start creating
fundamental shifts to even the playing field for everyone.

So what will it take for us to harness the full and true potential
of sport – to make it more accessible, more inclusive and
more fun?

Let’s continue the conversation at #vsbelonging.
Game on.

in partnership with
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